Easy Striker
Instructions
Set Up
1. Select a level area for set up.
2. Unhook trailer and lights from tow vehicle and roll to set up area.
3. Carefully raise the unit into its upright position, making sure no power lines
are near. Assistance will be required.
4. Remove the nut from the and unlock the safety chain from the
support legs and swing them down so that they are firmly resting on
the ground. Then wrap the chain around the frame and lock.
5. REVIEW SAFETY RULES!

Operation
1. Check to see that the unit is on a firm and level surface.
2. Inspect the mallet to make sure that the head is securely attached to
the handle.
3. Block off a “striking zone” with plenty of room for the participant to
safely swing the mallet with no danger of hitting a spectator or
passer-by. Note: occasionally the mallet will bounce off the side of
the rubber pad, so make sure the spectators are kept clear of this
area.
4. If the Easy Striker moves or “walks” during use, drive 4 stakes
through the 4 holes on the sides of the unit. – Requires a JULIE Locate

Take Down
1. Raise the support legs and secure with the locking nut and wrap the
safety change around the frame to be certain that the legs will not
drop down while in tow.
2. Carefully lower the unit back onto its wheels. Assistance will be
required.
3. Attach trailer to vehicle. Put pin or bolt through hitch release lever
and secure. Attach safety chain to vehicle.
4. Hook up lights to tow vehicle, and be sure to test the turn signals and
brake lights before towing.
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Easy Striker
Safety Rules
1. Keep the Easy Striker away from power lines.
2. Do not operate the Easy Striker during a storm.
3. Periodically, check the bolts to make sure they are tightly
fastened.
4. Use only on level, firm ground.
5. Be sure to always use the support legs to avoid having the unit
tip over.
6. Block off a “striking zone” with plenty of room for the
participant to safely swing the mallet with no danger of hitting a
spectator or passer-by. Note: occasionally the mallet will bounce
off the side of the rubber pad, so make sure the spectators are
kept clear of this area.
7. Only one person at a time allowed in the “strike zone”.
8. Do not leave the unit unattended.
9. Do not allow anyone to climb on the Easy Striker.
10. When towing the Easy Striker, always use a safety chain and
tongue pin.
11. Always use the safety chains to secure the support legs when
in tow.
12. Check brake lights and turn signals before going on the road.
13. NEVER USE THE GAME IN STRONG WINDS OR
LIGHTENING!
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